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| INDIA  

India is blessed with solar energy all around the year. With clear skies

for up to 300 days every year, India is on the path of becoming a leader

in harnessing solar energy. This is further pushed by the government

on businesses to reduce their carbon footprint forcing them to look for

renewable solutions, including utilizing solar power. For any customer,

whether residential, commercial, or industrial, solar power plants

represent a big financial commitment. While this investment might

yield a nice return of over 20%, many times the consumer suffers

greatly after installation due to generation concerns.

Solar power has become the most common renewable energy source

due to its efficiency and long life. The effectiveness of solar panels is

determined by a variety of factors, but good installation is the most

important aspect in maximizing the benefits of solar panels. Even Tier 1

modules and inverters will be ineffective if the engineering portion of

the installation is faulty or incomplete. The collecting power of solar

panels is negatively affected by improper installation. The efficiency of

solar panels is determined by factors such as the angle of the panel and

the amount of sunlight entering it.

              THE DIRECTION IN WHICH PANELS ARE PLACED DIRECTLY AFFECTS THE
PERFORMANCE OF THE PANELS. THE MOST FAVOURABLE DIRECTION FOR INSTALLATION IN
INDIA IS TOWARDS THE SOUTH, EXPOSURE IN THIS DIRECTION ENSURES MAXIMUM SUN-
HOURS."

UNDERSTANDING WHY PROPER
INSTALLATION OF SOLAR PANEL IS THE KEY TO

 E F F I C I E N T  O U T P U T  G E N E R A T I O N  O F  T H E  S O L A R  P O W E R  P L A N T

INSIGHT
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The direction in which panels are placed directly affects the

performance of the panels. The most favourable direction for

installation in India is towards the South, exposure in this direction

ensures maximum sun-hours. If panels were faced toward east or west,

they would generate electricity only in the evening or morning. When

the solar panels are facing north, they produce the least quantity of

energy. Since India is totally in the Northern Hemisphere, the ideal

direction to deploy solar panels is south, where the sun is constantly

visible.

In most cases, finding the ideal South face for installation is difficult. In

such instances, one must make a decision based on the highest

number of sun-hours available. For this reason, in many circumstances,

the south-west direction is preferable to the south-east. Another

important point behind deciding the direction is that the degradation

factor of solar cells increases where exposure to sunlight is not

appropriate, or shadow hindrances are caused due to the obstacles.

Panels should be fitted outside the shaded areas as the shades can

greatly affect the output of the solar panels. When a shadow falls on

one cell, it could flatten the output of the panel and thereby the entire

string. Due to technological advancement, many modern panels are

equipped with bypass diodes which reduce the effects of shading by

enabling the flow of electricity around the shaded cell.

At a place where less shadow-free area is limited and capacity needs

to be high, tilt-angle should be reduced as larger tilt-angles shall also

reduce the shadow free area for installation, tilt angle is also important

to ensure that the dust doesn’t settle on the surface of the modules.

The EPC company’s engineering team must carefully choose the

string arrangement of modules that connect to the inverter. The

inverter works in such a way that the voltage of the entire string

matches the module with lowest voltage. If a string of 10 modules is

linked and a couple of modules are in darkness while the rest are

exposed to the sun, the voltage regarded by the inverter would match

the lower side.

When the engineering behind the EPC is not done properly, the

development of a suitable and mostly shadow-free site is frequently

jeopardized. The average return on investment (ROI) for a solar plant

is 3-4 years, however if the installation quality is poor, the ROI can

skyrocket, as will maintenance costs and downtime. Because they are

all interrelated, customers are also advised

to give equal attention to the suggested design and installation

quality in addition to investment.

The angle and direction of the solar panel decide the amount of

sunlight that will fall on the solar panels. The tilting angle of the solar

panel is determined by the location’s latitude. When solar panels are

installed at a tilt angle equal to the latitude of the location, the output

performance of the panels improves.

The orientation and tilt of the plant, as well as ensuring that it is

situated in a shadow-free region, are the most significant aspects of

engineering. In addition, the tilt angle has a significant impact on sun

exposure. The best tilt angle in India is also considered as the Latitude-

Angle.

While most solar modules have a 10-year product warranty and a 25-

year performance warranty, no module can guarantee proper

generation unless installed in the correct direction and tilt.

                SOLAR POWER HAS
BECOME THE MOST COMMON
RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCE DUE
TO ITS EFFICIENCY AND LONG LIFE.
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF SOLAR
PANELS IS DETERMINED BY A
VARIETY OF FACTORS, BUT GOOD
INSTALLATION IS THE MOST
IMPORTANT ASPECT IN MAXIMIZING
THE BENEFITS OF SOLAR PANELS."

Which direction is best for solar panels to face?

Outside the shaded area

Right stringing (interconnection of modules)
through cables

Does the angle of the solar panel matter?

MAYUR MISRA
DIRECTOR/ CEO, CORRIT
ENERGY AND INFRA

AUTHOR:
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This little note is about Reactive power and how it touches the lives of

Solar and Wind farm developers. 

Reactive power (Q) is linked to voltage, the way Active power is linked

to frequency. Shortage (or excess) of Q in the Electrical Grid is manifest

as low (or high) voltage in the Bus. An adequate supply of Q is

essential for the healthy functioning of the Grid.

In the early days of RE in India, the Q requirements were met by the

other dominant (thermal) generators on the Grid. Now that RE plants

are as large as thermal ones, it has become the responsibility of the RE

Developer to contribute. This is already mandated by Central

Electricity Authority (Technical Standards for Connectivity to the Grid),

“The generating station shall be capable of supplying dynamically

varying reactive power support so as to maintain power factor within

the limits of 0.95 lagging to 0.95 leading”. In recent weeks, grid

operators are enforcing this regulation as some Grid Substations are

experiencing low voltages during periods of high RE generation.

Some elements in the plant only absorb Q, some others only generate

Q, and some do both. Now let us look at some typical numbers, say for a

300MW Solar plant connected to the 220kV Grid through a single

circuit 50km Line, and delivering 300MW at the Grid Point of

Interconnection (POI).

            SOLAR INVERTERS TOO ARE
CAPABLE OF OPERATING IN ZERO
POWER FACTOR MODE. WITH NO DC
FIELD CONNECTED, A 2500KW
INVERTER CAN DELIVER OR ABSORB
2500KVAR. ADD 4 SUCH INVERTERS
THROUGH A TRANSFORMER, AND YOU
GET A 10MVAR STATCOM."

RECENT REGULATORY FOCUS ON REACTIVE POWER
 W H A T  A R E  T H E  O P T I O N S  F O R  T H E  P V  D E V E L O P E R ?
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RABINDRAN SUNDERSINGH
DIRECTOR, DESIGN & ENGG,
SB ENERGY
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Wind farms have similar numbers. The typical DFIG wind turbine’s reactive

capability is limited by the capacity of the converter connected to the rotor. A

machine of 2500kW is typically limited to 700kVAr (84MVAr for a 300MW

project). Some manufacturers also provide a capability of say 200-400kVAr

under standstill conditions. 

The table above is for a case of shortage of Q in the grid. For the other extreme

of excess Q, the Plant is required to absorb up to 97MVAr. This is not a

rigorous case since most of the plant elements consume Q anyway. In

between these two extremes, the plant will operate most of the time around

the Unity power factor at the POI. The exact Reactive capability can be

modelled quite precisely using a Load-flow software like ETAP, or even

through a spreadsheet. In the table above, we see a shortfall of 90MVAr.

Setting up capability for this additional 90MVAr costs money. Let us look at

the possible options to comply with CEA Regulations.

Method A: Install devices like Switched Capacitors, Synchronous condensers,

Static VAR Compensators (SVC) and Static Synchronous Compensators

(STATCOM). All these devices add to the system’s capacity along the Q axis

(of the PQ characteristic), and therefore their contribution in MVAr is equal to

their nameplate MVAr capacity. Solar Inverters too are capable of operating in

Zero Power factor mode. With no DC field connected, a 2500kW inverter can

deliver or absorb 2500kVAr. Add 4 such Inverters through a transformer, and

you get a 10MVAr STATCOM. When the Battery Energy Storage System

(BESS) is not delivering full active power, it can also be used as a STATCOM. 

Method B: Inverters are rated at 50degC. At this temperature, the solar plant

exceeds its rated capacity only for a few hours in a year. Therefore, the Q

sizing can be done at the more likely temperature for max load operation

(typically 40 or 42degC). At 40degC, most inverter manufacturers offer a 10%

overloading capability. At 40degC, a 2500kW Inverter can do 2750kVA, i.e.,

2500kW + 1145kVAr. A typical 300 MW plant with 120 such inverters can

generate 137MVAr this way! Note: When the grid’s demand for Q coincides

with high generation at 50degC, the plant will have to back down. The

Developer can do a cost-benefit analysis when considering this option.

Method C: Oversize the Inverters on the AC side. So, for a 300MW plant with

120 x 2500kW inverters, provide 4 additional inverters which are PV-

connected. The effective DCAC ratio of the Project is the same, since the

project capacity is unchanged and since we are not adding more modules,

but simply redistributing them. With this innovation, the MVA capacity of the

Project is 310MVA at 50degC, capable of generating 300MW and 78MVAr. 

As may be seen, Method A is inferior to Method C. A combination of B & C will

give (300+10) x 110% = 341MVA. The Inverters can now deliver 300MW and

162MVAr. This will go a long way in satisfying the Grid requirements, after

accounting for Q losses in the system. In all cases, the other system elements

must be sized appropriately.

In the case of wind farms, Methods B & C are not feasible. However, the

machines of a Wind farm do not generate their rated capacities

simultaneously, and so the farm rarely touches its rated plant capacity. The

reactive power losses in the system as well as the regulatory requirement at

the POI need to be calculated only at this realistic peak-generation condition.

As an alternative to Method C, Inverters can be derated so

that they provide some reactive capability at 50degC. For

example, a 2750kW inverter can be re-christened as 2750

MVA, 2500kW. This requires discussion and consensus.

It is understood that CEA is planning to revise the regulations.

This provides an opportunity for Developers, Grid Operators

and Regulators to discuss and make rules suited to the

intricacies of RE, which is not quite the same as a

conventional steam turbine generator! Some suggestions

have already come from the RE community, like defining the

PF at the plant and not at the POI (as for conventional plants)

or installing STATCOMS in the GSS instead of at the RE Plant. 

While 0.95pf has been defined in the regulations, there is a

case to provide less (say 0.98pf) or more (say 0.92pf) if the

system really requires it. Ultimately, the extra cost of Q will

come from the consumer, and there is a good case to right-

size this resource, especially when we are looking at a large

national target of 450GW. Interestingly, the Transmission

planning criteria manual calls for only 0.98pf. There is scope

for discussion and joint decision on this topic.

There is some lack of clarity in SECI/NTPC Specifications and

from various regulatory agencies regarding the total capacity

of Inverters which can be deployed for a given project. Some

are ambivalent regarding oversizing on the AC side.

Realtime measurement of voltage (at POI) coupled with an

automated control at the RE plant will be required to achieve

a dynamic response.

A Regulatory framework for ancillary services based on

Reactive Power will help in discovering the true cost of the

same.

It is for sure that the RE fraternity will be providing ALL such grid

services in the years to come, as they displace Conventional

generators. We need to work together to make this transition in

an orderly and cost-effective manner.

Disclaimer: All expressed views are the author’s own and do

not represent the opinion of any entity.

Reactive Solutions

Going forward

Solar Inverter

Inverter duty
Transformer

33kV cable network

33/220kV Power
Transformer

220kV Transmission
Line

RE Plant (as per CEA
Regulation)

NET Result

Element Description Typical numbers

Capable of absorbing / generating Q

Reactive absorption is highly load dependent 

Generates Q when lightly loaded, and absorbs
Q when fully loaded

Reactive absorption is highly load dependent

Generates Q when lightly loaded, and absorbs
Q when fully loaded

Plant shall be capable of delivering / receiving
97 MVAr (0 .95 pf) at POI

Such a plant will be able to operate only at UPF
at the POI, and not comply with CEA

Generate 70MVAr

Absorb 20MVAr

Absorb 3MVAr

Absorb 20MVAr

Absorb 20MVAr

Shall deliver 97
MVAr

Shortfall of 90 MVAr
at POI

AUTHOR:
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PLAY A BIGGER ROLE IN RENEWABLES?

More than 95 % of the hydrogen currently used for energy is produced through “steam methane reforming” of fossil fuels which uses a catalyst to react

methane and steam, which produces hydrogen. This process also produces carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide resulting in carbon emission. Which is

why it is so important that green hydrogen is developed so that the Paris Agreement goals are met. Green hydrogen is produced using renewable energy

to ‘split water’; a process called electrolysis, although at the moment, less than 0.1 % of hydrogen is made this way.

Green hydrogen, it is fair to say, is having a moment, with a number of new initiatives recently being announced. The idea of National Hydrogen Mission

was first mooted in the Budget 2021 putting an effort to tap green energy sources for manufacturing hydrogen. India has already set a target of achieving

450 GW renewable energy by 2030. In the 2021 Budget, India had launched the National Hydrogen Mission (NHM) that would enable the generation of

hydrogen “from green power sources". In April this year, speaking at the Hydrogen Round Table on ‘Hydrogen Economy: New Delhi Dialogue-2021’, the

then Petroleum Minister Dharmendra Pradhan had noted it was the goal of controlling emissions that makes hydrogen fuel so attractive to policy-makers.

In India, the IITs, IISc, Benaras Hindu University, Council for Scientific and Industrial Research laboratories etc. are exploring different aspects of hydrogen

production. MNRE has been supporting a broad based Research Development and Demonstration (R&D) programme on Hydrogen Energy and Fuel.

Projects are supported in industrial, academic and research institutions to address challenges in production of hydrogen from renewable energy sources.

Let us read the views of experts on "Can Green Hydrogen Play a Bigger Role in Renewables?"

Prelude

DIRECTOR, DESIGN & ENGG,
SB ENERGY

RABINDRAN SUNDERSINGH

In the context of Climate change, Global citizens are in the race of their

lives to achieve the Goal enshrined in the Paris Agreement, “to

substantially reduce global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in an

effort to limit the global temperature increase in this century to 2 

degrees Celsius above pre industrial levels, while pursuing the

means to limit the increase to 1.5 degrees”.

It is a fact today that every human use of energy emits Carbon

dioxide and other GH Gases. Energy is used in Industry (think of

steel, chemicals, petrochemicals), Transportation, Buildings,

Agriculture, and others. Much of the GHG emission is due to the use

of fossil fuels in these activities. Activities which produce relatively

small quantities of GHG are designated as clean, or green.

The Complementary roles of Hydrogen and RE
              CURRENTLY, 98% OF HYDROGEN IS
PRODUCED FROM COAL AND NATURAL GAS
THROUGH CARBON-INTENSIVE PROCESSES,
DESIGNATED AS BROWN AND GREY
HYDROGEN RESPECTIVELY."
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Hydrogen can be used for storage and regeneration of electricity.

The round-trip efficiency is low since electrolysis and FC together

waste more than 50% of the input energy. Battery based storage

(BESS) comes with a much better efficiency of 85% or so. Today, Grid

balancing requires intra-day storage for which BESS is well suited.

With greater RE penetration, longer duration storage will be

required. It is expected that Hydrogen has a good role to play here.

Fast responding Electrolysers can also provide ancillary services to

the grid for voltage and frequency control.

As an energy carrier, Hydrogen competes well with electricity.

Pipelines can transmit 10x the energy at a fraction of the cost of

transmission lines. Similarly, shipping of hydrogen, especially using

hydrogen-carriers like ammonia is becoming very cost-effective. This

paves the way for RE rich nations to export hydrogen to Industrial

clusters which are deficient in cheaper RE electricity. The dynamics

of the relative local cost and relative availability of RE sets the stage

for a robust global hydrogen economy.

Both RE and hydrogen have their very strong roles to play in the

global energy transition, leading to a sustainable and zero-carbon

world. As brought out in this article they will complement, rather than

compete with one another to make the world a better place.

Disclaimer: All expressed views are the author’s own and do not

represent the opinion of any entity.

Today, the world is focused on rapidly ramping up RE, to clean up the

electricity sector. Yet, this sector caters to only 21% of the world’s

energy consumption. Even if it were to grow to 40% by 2050 as

envisaged, the remaining 60% (which is fossil fuel dependent) has also

to be addressed. Hydrogen is expected to play a huge role in the

substitution of coal, oil and gas in this non-electricity sector.

Currently, 98% of hydrogen is produced from coal and natural gas

through carbon-intensive processes, designated as Brown and Grey

Hydrogen respectively. The world’s annual production of 80 Million

ton is used as a feedstock in the fertilizer, oil refining and

petrochemical industries. Hydrogen can also be produced by

electrolysis, requiring only water and electricity. When produced using

RE electricity, it is designated as Green Hydrogen. Today, Green

Hydrogen is much more expensive to produce (around 4 USD/kg, with

a CAPEX of 1500 USD/kW). 70% of the operational cost goes to pay for

electricity. With the cost of RE electricity falling rapidly, Green

Hydrogen is expected to achieve parity with Grey by 2030 and reach

50% usage by 2050. Blue Hydrogen is also clean. It is essentially the

same as producing Brown/Grey hydrogen, with the emissions trapped

by a Carbon Capture and Storage process. Much of the initial growth in

Hydrogen in the next 15 years will come from Blue.

Clean Hydrogen is predicted to grow rapidly as an energy carrier,

going from zero today to over 20EJ/year in 2050. As an energy carrier,

Hydrogen can substitute fossils in sectors like Transportation (Fuel

cells to convert H2 to electricity), Steel production (replacing coke to

reduce iron oxide) and Process heating applications. The main drivers

for this growth are:

1. Carbon pricing and carbon markets which tax the GHG emitters

2. Push by Governments to achieve their Paris agreement targets

3. H2 economy may be a profitable business after all

4. Electrolysers help to balance the electricity market, by shaving off

the generation peaks created by variable RE 

Hydrogen can be mixed with air in a fuel cell to produce electricity.

Fuel cells can be used in practically all forms of transportation. The

maximum FC efficiency is 60% and compares well with an IC engine

which converts only 25% of the fuel to kinetic energy. However, the

explosive growth in battery-based passenger EV (BEV) has left FCEV

behind. The other contributory factors in favour of BEV are the much

higher efficiency, longer full-tank range and greater convenience of

distributing and charging electricity over hydrogen. However,

Hydrogen could still capture the high-power transportation segments.

TODAY, THE WORLD IS
FOCUSED ON RAPIDLY
RAMPING UP RE, TO CLEAN
UP THE ELECTRICITY SECTOR.
YET, THIS SECTOR CATERS TO
ONLY 21% OF THE WORLD’S
ENERGY CONSUMPTION. EVEN
IF IT WERE TO GROW TO 40%
BY 2050 AS ENVISAGED, THE
REMAINING 60% (WHICH IS
FOSSIL FUEL DEPENDENT)
HAS ALSO TO BE
ADDRESSED."
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2021-22 and proposed introduction of green hydrogen

consumption for fertilizers and petrol refining industry is a positive

step by the government towards a green hydrogen economy (GHE).

Besides MNRE has suggested mandatory use of green hydrogen in

some sectors and inter-ministerial consultations on green hydrogen

consumption obligations for fertilizer and petroleum refineries.

Adding on, as the cost of the electrolyzer is the biggest bottleneck

for a push toward green hydrogen, the government has the plan to

halve it to ₹160 per kg by 2029-30 with present prices being ₹350
per kg.

India is one of the largest consumers of grey hydrogen (10% of

global demand) and hydrogen demand is expected to be 11.7

MMT/annum by 2030. As solar &amp; wind based electricity prices

are declining and reached upto Rs. 1.99 per Kwh, India has a

tremendous opportunity to convert it’s half (6 MMT/annum) grey

hydrogen demand to Green Hydrogen by 2030.

Green Hydrogen has potential to reduce imports by 100% by 2047 -

100 years of Independence and would make the economy carbon

natural by 2070.

 

To achieve excellence in economic &amp; technology of the Green

Hydrogen, India needs to create GIGA Scale demand by 2030. The

initiative will create local champion tech startups and Atma-nirbhar

in hydrogen technology development.

DY ADVISER, NITI AAYOG

MANOJ KUMAR
UPADHYAY

To comply with the Paris Agreement on climate change, a growing

number of countries are setting ambitious greenhouse gas (GHG)

emissions reduction targets for the coming decades to achieve carbon

neutrality. The EU is planning to invest $430 billion in green hydrogen

by 2030, while countries such as Chile, Japan, Australia, and Saudi

Arabia are all making big investments in the technology. Australia has

just announced plans to build a project called the Asian Renewable

Energy Hub in Pilbara that would use 1,743 large wind turbines and 30

square miles of solar panels to run a 26-gigawatt electrolysis factory

that would create green hydrogen to be sent to Singapore. Portugal

will start producing green hydrogen by the end of next year, and

already has €10 billion of investment earmarked for eight separate

projects.

U.N. has launched an initiative Green Hydrogen Catapult by bringing

together seven of the biggest global green hydrogen project

developers. The goal is to increase the production of green hydrogen

50-fold and cut costs to below $2 per kilogram by 2027.

Green hydrogen initiative is critical to meet India’s 2030 target of 450

GW. With surplus generation in peak hours augmented with

renewable energy, India can face a “duck curve” similar to that of

California. To move to green hydrogen, we need to utilize the

additional renewable energy capacity to help India march towards its

450 GW target. Hence, surplus electricity from India’s renewable plants

can supplement green hydrogen production.

 

Green hydrogen is a sunrise industry and India should leverage such

an opportunity for high-value green industries like green steel or green

chemicals. The localization of electrolyzer production and

development of Green-H2 projects could create a new green

technology market worth about $18-20 billion in India and generate

domestic jobs. In terms of its application, it can be used in a wide range

of industries such as fertilizers, mobility, power, chemicals, and

shipping.

 

Though green hydrogen seems very lucrative, it faces barriers that

prevent its full contribution to the energy transformation. Starting with

the absence of an adequate supply chain i.e, from the manufacture of

electrolyzers to transmission of green hydrogen to end-user. High

capital cost associated with electrolyzers, perceived as a technological

risk by the manufacturer and may require robust manufacturer

warranties. As per IRENA report, about 30-35% of the energy used to

produce hydrogen through electrolysis is lost, making it a struggle for

wind and solar to manage the needs for both the electrification of end-

uses and the development of a global supply chain in green hydrogen.

 

Owing to its decarbonizing potential and non-polluting nature, green

hydrogen is seen as a promising alternative to replace fossil fuels. The

recent announcement of the National Hydrogen Mission in Budget 

India catching on

Way Forward

AI-BASED DEMAND
PREDICTION SOLUTIONS,
DAY-AHEAD AND
INTRADAY, ARE ALREADY
USED BY SOME
DISTRIBUTION COMPANIES
(DISCOMS) IN INDIA.
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 electrolysis. Today we are probably in the same situation as we were

two decades ago with renewable energy, when it was still more

expensive than the alternatives. Solar energy now has already

reached grid parity with sustained investments and global

consensus to build solar capacity. Green Hydrogen will invariably

follow a similar path. This has already been initiated through the

‘Green Catapult’ initiative started last year by seven of the world’s

biggest hydrogen producers and it aims to bring this cost down to

under $2 by 2026.Coupled with falling renewable energy costs,

green hydrogen could fall to $1.5/kg by 2050 and possibly sub

$1/kg, making it competitive with current natural gas prices.

 

The Green Hydrogen revolution has already taken off spurring

nations to take drastic steps forward. For example, Saudi Arabia is

constructing a futuristic city in the desert on the Red Sea called

Neom. The $500 billion city, complete with flying taxis and robotic

domestic help, is being built from scratch and will be home to a

million people. They aim to power the entire city with Green

Hydrogen. Another example of this is an energy consortium in

Australia that just announced plans to build a project called the

Asian Renewable Energy Hub in Pilbara that would use 1,743 large

wind turbines and 30 square miles of solar panels to run a 26-

gigawatt electrolysis factory that would create green hydrogen to

send to Singapore.

 

This is just the beginning, and we expect green hydrogen to

continue playing a bigger role in the renewable energy mix.

FOUNDER & CEO, SUNPOWER
RENEWABLES PTY. LTD.

CO-FOUNDER & HEAD OF
STRATEGY, SUNPOWER
RENEWABLES PTY. LTD.

RAHUL KALE

NITASHA BADHWAR

Green hydrogen is produced by using renewable energy to ‘split

water’ (separating hydrogen molecules from oxygen molecules)

through a process called electrolysis and it will play a key role in the

decarbonization of energy, industry, and transport by 2050.

 

One of the biggest advantages for hydrogen has been its suitability for

energy storage and transportation potential due to its efficiency,

density, and weight. This carbon-free fuel using renewable energy can

help solve the problem of supply intermittency (lack of consistent

supply) that plagues wind and solar power, effectively improving the

utilisation and efficiency of renewables entering the grid. When

demand for renewables is low, excess electricity can be used to power

the electrolysers that are needed to split hydrogen and oxygen

molecules. Hydrogen produced can be stored, sent down a pipeline,

used to fuel hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles or be transported to other

locations. A 40-foot container can carry up to 1,000 kilograms of

hydrogen providing 14-16 megawatts of power when put back

through a fuel cell.

 

While wind and solar energy can provide the electricity to power

homes and electric cars, green hydrogen could be an ideal power

source for energy-intensive heavy industries like manufacturing, long

distance trucking, concrete, and steel manufacturing that contribute to

15% of the global emissions, as well as parts of the transportation

sector that are more difficult to electrify i.e., fuel for cargo ships and

aircrafts.

 

Green hydrogen can also be utilised effectively in the mobility industry

by moving heavy vehicles and trucks to hydrogen fuel instead of

batteries to benefit from longer driving range and faster refuelling. 1

kilogram of Hydrogen contains 130 times more energy than 1 kilogram

of batteries.

 

However, regulations, market design, electrolyser production and the

costs of power are still major barriers to the uptake of green hydrogen.

As is safety, although it can be argued that hydrogen is safer than

conventional fuels as it is nontoxic, 14 times lighter than air, has lower

radiant heat and requires more oxygen for explosion than

conventional fuels.

The biggest constraint though is the cost. Currently, hydrogen made

from fossil fuels costs between $1-$1.8/kg. Green hydrogen can cost

around $3-$6/kg, making it significantly more expensive than the fossil

fuel alternatives. However, increased demand could reduce the cost of

              GREEN HYDROGEN CAN ALSO BE
UTILISED EFFECTIVELY IN THE MOBILITY
INDUSTRY BY MOVING HEAVY VEHICLES
AND TRUCKS TO HYDROGEN FUEL
INSTEAD OF BATTERIES TO BENEFIT FROM
LONGER DRIVING RANGE AND FASTER
REFUELLING. 1 KILOGRAM OF HYDROGEN
CONTAINS 130 TIMES MORE ENERGY THAN
1 KILOGRAM OF BATTERIES."
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SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE, 
JICA INDIA, JAPAN
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
AGENCY

KENGO AKAMINE

India is blessed with a favorable geographical location, where

abundance of sunlight and wind can help in the production of

hydrogen. Hydrogen is gradually becoming a part of the clean-energy

mix for a sustainable and affordable energy future. It is being

increasingly seen as a prospective component that will drive energy

transition — the decarbonization of the energy sector — as well as a

shift from fossil fuels to renewable energy.

 

There are three main types of hydrogen: Gray, Blue, and Green. A

method, wherein fossil fuels such as natural gas and coal are

decomposed into hydrogen and CO2 is used to determine the type.

So, if CO2 is not recovered, it is called ‘Gray hydrogen’; if CO2 is

recovered, it is called ‘Blue hydrogen’ and it is ‘Green hydrogen’ when

hydrogen is produced by electrolyzing water and reducing it to

hydrogen and oxygen.

Green hydrogen’ can be produced using renewable energy sources

such as wind and solar power without emitting CO2, and in this sense,

India has an optimal environment from the perspective of its 

 geography. Moreover, using this hydrogen, means releasing the

oxygen into the air, without any negative impact on the environment.

India is undertaking various initiatives towards the greater use of

hydrogen for the development of the country’s green hydrogen

ecosystem. In this year’s budget, the Government of India

announced The National Hydrogen Energy Mission, which will

emphasise on the use of hydrogen from clean sources. Based on the

provisions of the mission, the government will draw a roadmap for

using hydrogen as an energy source.

 

In Japan, the government and various companies have been

conducting experiments with the public and private sectors to

realize a hydrogen society ahead of the rest of the world. For

example, if large quantities of energy can be produced from waste or

from energy fuels that remain unused and buried due to low quality

or other reasons, stable energy can be supplied at a low cost. Other

critical points to maintain the low cost of hydrogen are: building a

supply chain that enables the mass production and mass

transportation of hydrogen, and using it in large quantities for fuel

cell vehicles (FCVs), power generation, and industrial applications.

 

In its efforts to build a “Hydrogen Society”, Japan has set a goal of

making the cost of hydrogen the same as that of conventional

energy sources such as gasoline and LNG.

 

Called the “Basic Hydrogen Strategy”, this goal represents the

direction or vision that public and private sectors should share in

realizing a hydrogen-based society with an eye on 2050 and

provides an action plan for its realization. Japan’s competence in

building renewable energy systems has been useful for India’s

development in a sustainable and energy-efficient manner, reducing

pollution from non-renewable energy sources.
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HEAD SOLAR POWER, 
VISH WIND INFRASTRUKTURE

SUSHEEM PANDEY

Green hydrogen is the most discussed and sought after source of RE

today, besides solar, wind and storage. World at large is taking great

initiatives and strides towards this. The EU plans to invest $430 billion

in green hydrogen by 2030, while countries such as Japan, Australia

and Saudi Arabia are all making big investments into the technology.

In February-21 it was learnt that Portugal will start producing green

hydrogen by the end of next year, and already has 10 billion Euro

investment earmarked for eight separate projects.

 

Before understanding green hydrogen it is important to know

Hydrogen. Hydrogen is the first element in the periodic table and is the

lightest element of all. And despite there being more hydrogen in the

universe than any other element, its atoms need to be “decoupled”

from the other elements with which they occur. And it is how this

decoupling is done which determines how sustainable hydrogen

energy is.

 

More than 95 per cent of the hydrogen currently used for energy is

produced through “steam methane reforming” of fossil fuels which

uses a catalyst to react methane and steam, which produces

hydrogen. That process also produces carbon monoxide and carbon

dioxide, and results in so-called grey hydrogen. It’s a process that also

results in 830 million metric tons of CO2 emissions each year (roughly

the same as the UK and Indonesia’s annual emissions combined)

which is why it is so important that green hydrogen is developed so

that the Paris Agreement goals are met. So Green Hydrogen means

Zero carbon Hydrogen.

 

Zero carbon or ‘Green’ hydrogen is more expensive to extract than the

traditional ‘grey hydrogen’ method of using heat and chemical

reactions to extract hydrogen from fossil fuels. Green hydrogen is

produced using renewable energy to ‘split water’; a process called

electrolysis, although at the moment, less than 0.1 percent of

hydrogen is made this way.

 

Last year, seven of the world’s biggest hydrogen producers launched

the ‘Green Catapult’ initiative, which aims to accelerate the scale and

production of green hydrogen fiftyfold, in order to halve the current

cost of hydrogen to below USD 2 per kilogram. A USD 2 price would

result in green hydrogen becoming the fuel of choice in multiple

industries including shipping and steel

Production.

 

One of the big benefits of hydrogen is that it can be stored in fuel cells,

– essentially huge batteries – which means it is a more reliable source

of energy than renewables such as wind and solar. While fuel cells can

operate independently from the grid, they can also be connected to

the grid in order to generate power.

 

Hydrogen also contains almost three times as much energy as fossil

fuels. Due to its lightness (57 times lighter than Petroleum fumes),

hydrogen needs to be cooled to -253 ̊C to liquefy it, or it needs to be

compressed to 700 times atmospheric pressure so it can be delivered

as a compressed gas.

Last year, the European Commission released a Hydrogen Strategy,

which reported that “analysts estimate that clean hydrogen could

meet 24 percent of world energy demand by 2050, with annual sales

in the range of Euro 630 billion,” but there is a lot of work to be done.

 

In 2019, IRENA (International Renewable Energy Agency) published

an optimistic and encouraging report about hydrogen’s green

energy potential. The report said that while “a hydrogen-based

energy transition will not happen overnight” and that the need for

new supply infrastructure could limit hydrogen use, that dedicated

hydrogen pipelines have existed for decades and could be

refurbished along with existing gas pipelines.

 

The big issue is cost. Most of the technical issues are surmountable,

and indeed, every year 70 million ton of hydrogen gets shipped

around the US alone, so a lot of the infrastructure exists. However,

hydrogen currently costs three times as much as natural gas in the

US, and the production of green hydrogen is more expensive than

producing ‘grey’ hydrogen as electrolysis is expensive (although it is

getting cheaper).

 

This is why it cannot be achieved without Government support.

Portugal is among the few leading countries which announced this

support on Governmental level. B It said that by the end of 2022,

there will certainly be green hydrogen production in Portugal.

 

Green hydrogen will, over time, allow Portugal to completely change

its paradigm and become an energy exporting country.” With other

countries launching even more ambitious plans – China, for example,

has announced it aims to produce one million fuel cell vehicles by

2030 – the hope is that technologies will mature and the scale of the

proposed projects should see costs fall. However, as IRENA said in a

2018 report, while hydrogen could become a key element of 100

percent renewable energy systems, The right policy and regulatory

framework remains crucial to stimulate private investment in

hydrogen production.

              GREEN HYDROGEN IS THE
MOST DISCUSSED AND SOUGHT AFTER
SOURCE OF RE TODAY, BESIDES SOLAR,
WIND AND STORAGE. WORLD AT
LARGE IS TAKING GREAT INITIATIVES
AND STRIDES TOWARDS THIS."
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VP-SOLAR AND WASTE TO
ENERGY BUSINESS, FORTUM
INDIA

MANOJ GUPTA

Every year, India spends over Rs 12 lakh crore on energy imports.

While India is 85 percent reliant on imports for meeting its oil needs,

overseas supplies make up for roughly half (53%) of the local

requirement for natural gas. The volatility in the prices of these fuels

has a huge impact on the import bill, to the tune of $160 billion. These

numbers will double over the next decade as demand grows.

Currently, all hydrogen consumed in India comes from fossil fuels.

 

At the moment, hydrogen is mainly used for industrial feedstock for

creating ammonia-based fertilisers. Its uptake has been extensively

evangelized by the Indian Oil Corporation Limited (IOCL), which owns

and operates India’s first high-pressure hydrogen storage and

dispensing terminal. IOCL has acknowledged its economy-wide

potential for mobility, industrial heating, and domestic and commercial

uses, and in the power sector.

 

Green hydrogen will gradually come to replace fossil fuels in refineries

and fertilizer plants, Junior Oil Minister Rameswar Teli said in a written

reply to Lok Sabha last week. The Ministry of New and Renewable

Energy (MNRE) has circulated a draft cabinet note to establish a

hydrogen ecosystem in the country. Additionally, during his speech on

the 75 th Independence Day, our Hon’ble Prime Minister, Shri.

Narendra Modi said that the green hydrogen sector will give us a

significant jump in climate goals. He also declared a National Green

Hydrogen Mission for making India a hub for production and export of

green hydrogen. Currently, the government is aiming at increasing the

share of natural gas in the economy to 15 percent by 2030 from the

current 6.2 percent. PM Modi also set a 2047 target for becoming self-

reliant in energy through a mix of electric mobility, 20% ethanol-

blending of petrol and growing city gas networks to boost the share of

less-polluting natural gas in India’s energy basket. These

announcements mark an emphatic take-off of the National Hydrogen

Energy Mission (NHEM), which was announced by the Centre in this

year’s Budget.

 

For India’s energy transition, onboarding green hydrogen offers

significant benefits, including a reduced dependence on imported

hydrocarbon fuels, cleaner air, and lower greenhouse gas emissions.

Its viability can be immediately seen in sectors where direct

electrification is not possible, including heavy-duty, long-range

transport, some industrial sectors, and long-term storage in the power

sector.

 

In end-use sectors – including transport, industries, construction –

green hydrogen, created by using renewables, can displace fossil

fuels. It can also serve as an effective replacement for fossil fuel as

feedstock in several processes. Green hydrogen can also help mature

the entire clean energy transition – which until recently has rested on

solar energy – by putting it to work as an agent of decarbonisation

across sectors as diverse as chemicals, iron, steel, fertilizer and refining,

transport, heat, and power.

As the green hydrogen industry is still in a nascent stage, there is

robust potential to create regional hubs that export high-value green

products and engineering, procurement, and construction services.

Steps towards capacity addition via green hydrogen can ramp up

the clean energy power generation, storage, and transition. They can

make power generation affordable, contributing to energy security,

and energy self-sufficiency, gradually moving India away from

generations of fossil-fuel import dependence. Hydrogen can also

provide access to energy services to underserved rural communities.

 

As the global energy transition picks up momentum, India must

come out as an early adopter of this next-generation technology,

which can offer many cross-sectoral benefits in terms of

sustainability and cost-effectiveness. We must make early R&D

investments to establish the technologies needed to capitalise on

this opportunity, and also ensure that hydrogen manufacturing is

ramped up to maximise domestic needs.

 

India can learn from the best green hydrogen practices of global

economies and leapfrog the hydrogen trajectory. An entire hydrogen

energy ecosystem can be shaped, with minimal subsidies, given

India’s immense natural assets.

 

To start, India’s approach must cover the exploration of energy

storage using hydrogen and ‘piloting’ hydrogen-powered vehicles

along the industrial corridor. Our vast coal endowments can be used

to jump-start the clean hydrogen economy through gasification and

carbon capture. Coal gasification is the most affordable pathway to

access clean hydrogen and can be the starting point for cheap blue

hydrogen production with net-negative emissions, by leveraging

biomass, municipal waste, and coal, along with enhanced carbon

capture, conversion, and storage technologies.

 

Together, these measures can give a strategic direction to the NHEM

and establish a strong growth trajectory for India. This will radically

lower imports and accelerate the country's energy transition to

Green Economy.

THE MINISTRY OF NEW AND
RENEWABLE ENERGY (MNRE) HAS
CIRCULATED A DRAFT CABINET
NOTE TO ESTABLISH A
HYDROGEN ECOSYSTEM IN THE
COUNTRY.
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Power output up to 540W and 660W

21%+ efficiency

SHINE Series - Module size of 2266×1135mm with 182mm Cell

PRIDE SERIES - Module size of 2390mm X 1303mm with 210mm

cell.

RE Manufacturing in India has a crucial role to play in achieving RE targets

of 175 GW by 2022 and 450 GW by 2030. 

Adani Solar being India’s largest integrated solar Cell & Module

Manufacturer, is geared up to ensure the Energy Security of the country

with planned expansion up to 3.5 GW of solar Cell & Module Manufacturing

capacity from current 1.5 GW. 

Adani Solar’s cutting-edge technology, scale of operations, cost leadership

and reliability, sets up apart from all other global competitors and

supporting utilities.

Let’s take an in-depth look at the technologies, behind the innovations of its

recently announced High Efficiency ultra-high-power modules designed for

applications in small to utility-scale power plants with 

Adani Solar’s R&D and Technology team has optimized the gallium-doped

M10 standard silicon wafers (182mm) and G12 standard silicon wafers

(210mm) that produce P-Type Mono PERC module with the lowest LID and

LETID performances. It has also been proven that Gallium-doped silicon

wafers shows lower LID performance with stable, long-term power

generation as compared to boron-doped ones.

Adani Solar’s Gallium-doped wafers are coupled with Non-Destructive cell

cutting Technology that delivers superior performance.

With these gallium-doped cells, Adani Solar modules have increased

annual generation performance, power performance and long-term

reliability. The 1st year power warranty is an industry-leading 98% and

linear annual degradation is within 0.45% after Year 1.

Adani Solar has also adopted a superior soldering technology on its

modules that has increased the module conversion efficiency by 0.3%. This

technology uses wires that maximize light capture and reliably connect

cells with reduced gap distance. More importantly, soldering reduces the

tensile stress of the cell and ensures higher reliability. 

If we see the current trend in India’s Solar industry, many Indian

manufacturers are still trying to migrate from Poly/ Multi manufacturing to

Mono manufacturing, while our overseas contemporaries have already

migrated to high efficiency Mono. 

Adani Solar has already developed the infrastructure to manufacture the

M10 (182mm) and G12 (210mm) design with high efficiency cells of 23%

and above reaching power class bins of 540Wp and above, making it an

early adopter in Global Solar technologies in India.

Product design based on industry insights and real-world

applications

The initial point in the development of Adani Solar modules was well

planned after extensive insights from the PV industry and analysis of

customer inputs and voices globally. Adani Solar further considered

real-world applications to come with its new – Elan Pride (Bifacial

modules with G12 cells) & Elan Shine (Bifacial modules with M10

Cells) and Eternal Pride (Monofacial modules with G12 cells) &

Eternal Shine (Monofacial module with M10 cells) modules in the

logistics chain.

The new world class modules from Adani Solar save 4.1% on BOS cost,

20% on Labour, 5% on Land & Logistics and 3% on LCOE.

The working current of Adani Solar modules are as high as 13-17A,

including the bifacial gain. The operating current remains within the

maximum input current range of the inverter, with no power generation

losses. The module length is compatible with 1P and 2P horizontal single

axis tracking systems. 

Adani Solar modules come with “Double glass with frame" design that

provides exceptional strength for high load capacity. The strength of the

frame negates the need for a crossbeam, hence no shading losses at the

back of the module.

In terms of BOS simulations using fixed brackets and centralized

inverters, Adani Solar modules can reduce BOS costs by more than

(US$1.5 cents/W) when compared to mainstream products in the market. 

PRODUCT FEATURE

Adani Solar’s Gallium-doped wafers are
coupled with Non-Destructive cell cutting
Technology that delivers superior performance.
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With string inverters, Adani Solar modules can improve the capacity ratio of the power plant, reduce AC equipment cost,

and bring about the lowest LCOE for large power plants. 

Adani Solar is partnering with more than 20 global customers to verify the BOS savings, lowest LCOE and high

performance of its Elan (Bifacial)/ Eternal (Monofacial) modules in real world applications.

Driving the Solar PV industry forward with breakthrough innovation in volume production

Adani Solar firmly believes in continuous innovations that can be quickly brought into volume production delivering true

value for its partners and customers.

The module production capacity of Adani Solar is expanding from 1.5 GW to 3.5 GW in 2021. Elan (Bifacial) and Eternal

(MonoFacial) series will be produced in volume and receive IEC/UL certification shortly in the next few months during

2021. The Company is also planning to expand its manufacturing capacity to up to 6 GW in 2023-2024.

Adani Solar‘s Elan and Eternal range

includes 66C and 72C formats, in bifacial

and monofacial applications. The 72C

(M10) version deploys the traditional 6

rows design in a 72-cell layout with front-

side power up to 540W, which is the

optimal choice for the ultra-large power

plants worldwide. The 66C (G12) module

has front power of 660W and a smaller

footprint that broaden its applications.

Currently, Adani Solar’s Elan Pride & Shine

(Bifacial Modules) and Eternal Pride &

Shine (Monofacial modules), launching in

2021, will continue to enhance its product

portfolio and are the most competitive

products suited for residential, C&I and

utility-scale power plants. 

About Adani Solar

Adani Solar continues to lead the Indian

solar PV manufacturing industry to new

heights with product innovations and

optimized power-cost ratio with

breakthrough High Efficiency

monocrystalline technologies. Adani Solar

leads the Indian solar cell and module

manufacturing industry by producing the

highest cell efficiencies and highest

module power bins produced & made from

India. Do visit the website at

www.adanisolar.com to know more about

the company and their products.

ADANI SOLAR PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

PRESENTING
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SolarQuarter Recognizes and
Honors Leadership Excellence

AT SOLARQUARTER GRANDMASTERS
INDIA AWARD 2021

GRAND
MASTERS

INDIA AWARDS 2021

Unveiling  the  Proud  Winners  of  the  'SolarQuarter  GrandMasters  India  Award  2021 ':

The winners of SolarQuarter GrandMaster India Awards 2021 are the leaders who have proven the above quote.

These premier industry leadership awards aimed to recognize and honor the outstanding leaders who have achieved success through

their vision, foresight, and business ethics and have been responsible for transformation of the Indian Solar Sector. The GrandMaster

Awards were awarded to Individuals who have outperformed their peers and cemented their positions as Industry Leaders.

COO,ENGIE SOLAR, INDIA

VICE PRESIDENT, RENEW

POWER PVT. LTD.

BUSINESS DIRECTOR,

SOLIS INDIA

DIRECTOR, R-ONE POWER

AVP - PROCUREMENT,

RENEW POWER

MANAGING DIRECTOR,

SWELECT ENERGY

SYSTEMS

FOUNDER, CHAIRMAN AND

MANAGING DIRECTOR, 

RENEW POWER

CHAIRMAN, SUNGEVITY

ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD.

ADVISOR AND MENTOR- NITI

AAYOG ( GOVT OF INDIA)

HEAD PV TECHNOLOGY,

JUNIPER GREEN ENERGY

DIRECTOR, PROZEAL INFRA

ENGINEERING PVT. LTD.

MANAGING DIRECTOR,

EVOLVE ENERGY GROUP

DIRECTOR- OPERATIONS &

MARKETING, SOUTH

ASIA,SUNGROW INDIA PVT. LTD

VICE PRESIDENT - IT &

SAP,RAYS POWER INFRA

CHIEF SUSTAINABILITY, CSR

AND COMMUNICATION

OFFICER, RENEW POWER

PRESIDENT & COO,PANAMA

RENEWABLE ENERGY PVT. LTD.

SENIOR MARKETING

SPECIALIST, SOLIS INDIA.

CHIEF OPERATING

OFFICER,STRIDE CLIMATE

INVESTMENTS

CO-FOUNDER & DIRECTOR -

OPERATIONS, RAYS POWER INFRA

HEAD COMMERCIAL,

ENGIE INDIA

HR DIRECTOR SOUTH &

CENTRAL ASIA, JINKO SOLAR

SENIOR VP, BUSINESS

DEVELOPMENT, AMPLUS

SOLAR

MANAGING DIRECTOR & CEO,

SUNPOWER & CONSULTANTS

PVT. LTD.

DIRECTOR, PROZEAL INFRA

ENGINEERING PVT. LTD.

‘The  true  mark  of  a  leader  is  the  willingness  to  stick  with  a  bold  course  of  action  — an  unconventional  business

strategy  and  a  unique  product-development  roadmap.  They  understand  that  in  an  era  of  hyper-competition  and

non-stop  disruption,  the  only  way  to  stand  out  from  the  crowd  is  to  stand  for  something  special’

Mr. Prakash
Morankar

Mr. Nikunj Kathuria

Mr. Honey Raza

Mr. Vikas Jangid

Mr. Sanjeev Anand

Mr. Chellappan R

Mr. Sumant Sinha

Mr. Premjeet Sharma

Dr. Sachin A Verma

Mr. Goutam Samanta

Mr. Manan Thakkar

Mr. Rajesh V Shah

Mr. Noorulla

Mr. Rajneesh Singh

Ms. Vaishali Nigam
Sinha

Mr. Rahul Nalawade

Mr. Shivang Gupta

Mr. Rajeev Sharma

Mr. Pawan Sharma

Mr. Naresh Baluja

Dr. Suyog Vankudre

Mr. Anil Bhat

Mr. Ajay Chaturvedi

Mr. Shobit Rai



EXCELLENCE IN
TECHNOCOMMERCIAL
LEADERSHIP

Masters Of Corporate Leadership:

Mr. Morankar is a seasoned professional with over 30 years of

International experience in EPC/PMC of various projects and

is a keen planner. Under his leadership,the team has

delivered projects with Technical and Commercial

optimizations.This leader has been responsible for complete

management and execution of various ground mounted solar

projects ranging for 25MW to 350MW across various states in

India. He has been instrumental in expanding the operations

of his company outside India and is now supporting

Engineering and Construction in the Middle East, Southeast

Asia and Africa.

Dr. Verma is a Human Resource professional with 15 years of

post-qualification experience as HR Generalist. He has

completed MBA, Ph.D.,CPHR, SHRM from British Columbia

and Yukon in the field of Human Resources. He has been

appointed as Honorary Member Advisory Board and Honorary

Mentor for Niti Aayog and Education Board, Odisha for skill

development. He has proven success in developing short-

and long-term corporate human capital plans and has

consulted on business processes, change management,

organizational development, cultural issues and initiatives in

support of business goals.

Mr. Anand is a result oriented Mechanical Engineer with a

successful career span of almost 23 years. He has a proven

record of handling solar power projects procurement for solar

farms and roof tops for his company. A leader with skills in

Strategic procurement -Risk Mitigation - Cost Management -

Cost Estimation- Team Management - Material Management -

Vendor Management and much more. He has been

instrumental in building a competent team to handle large

volumes; meeting the deadlines and reducing the EPC cost

by optimization engineering.

Mr. Noorulla is an expert with more than 12 years of

experience in Planning Events, Webinars, Road Shows and

other marketing activities. These activities initiated by our

winner has made the company credited with No.1 Inverter

Supplier in terms of percentage and shipment by top media

agencies. The leader has created a great buzz in the market

for its products as well as implemented many marketing

initiatives which have hugely benefited the sales of its

company.

Mr. Prakash
Morankar

Dr. Sachin A
Verma

Mr. Sanjeev
Anand

Mr. Noorulla

EXCELLENCE IN CORPORATE
ADVISORY LEADERSHIP

EXCELLENCE IN
TECHNOCOMMERCIAL
LEADERSHIP

EXCELLENCE IN MARKETING
THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

COO,ENGIE SOLAR, INDIA ADVISOR AND MENTOR- NITI
AAYOG ( GOVT OF INDIA)

AVP - PROCUREMENT, RENEW
POWER

DIRECTOR- OPERATIONS &
MARKETING, SOUTH
ASIA,SUNGROW INDIA PVT. LTD
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Mr. Gupta is an MBA in Marketing & Finance with 7 years of

experience.He leads the marketing vertical for one of the

largest manufacturers of PV string inverters.Under his

leadership the company has introduced various marketing

initiatives making it a leading and most preferred brand in

India. He has skillfully developed great customer relations,

process development, sales generation and outstanding

marketing initiatives for his organization.

Mr. Chellappan is a leader with 36 years of experience and

has played an instrumental role in the change management

of the company as well as reoriented the division’s strategy

to turn around the division from a sick unit to a good

performing asset. He has also refocused the team to look into

its core strengths, develop new products, establish lean

manufacturing practices and process re-engineering along

with streamlining the supply chain and bringing in innovative

cost reduction / management techniques.

Dr. Vankudre is a dynamic HR leader with 23 years of

experience. He is an Organisation Development Coach,

Trainer, Amazon Number 1 Bestseller Author. He has

developed various initiatives and strategies for employee

engagement as well as their welfare even during the

pandemic, which has worked very positively for the company

and moved the organizational performance to a higher level.

He is a recipient of many awards and recognitions.

Mr. Kathuria has 12 years of corporate finance experience in

FundRaising, M&A & Growth Strategy. Currently he leads the

M&A & Fund Raise for India’s largest renewable IPP. He is Part

of the founding team of his present company & has led

several strategic initiatives. He has been instrumental in

raising equity capital of $1.4 Bn in-house for his company as

well as acquisition of 1.1 GW Wind & Solar portfolio. Leading

many such strategies, he is definitely a finance leader to look

upon and a true asset to his company.

Mr. Samanta has a rich experience of 28 years in the Solar

sector.He has been instrumental in bringing several

innovative designs and experiments for the company. Under

his leadership the company has achieved more than 3.9%

gain with its technology modules and 3.11% gain with its

string inverter.His expert guidance and technology

innovation ideas have fetched great growth for the company

as well as motivational working conditions for the

department.

Mr. Singh is a leader with 17+ years of experience in the

various business domains like Infrastructure, Construction,

Real Estate Sector and Solar Industry and his experience

spans across various functions such as Project Management,

IT & SAP Transformation, Marketing, Sustainability, Internal

Auditor and CSR.At his current position, he is responsible for

entire IT landscape of the company 's short and long-term

strategies and managing the overall operations and

resources of the company, aiming to achieve 2X growth by

adopting new technologies and design architectures to

increase business agility and manage complexity.

Mr. Shivang
Gupta Mr. Chellappan R

Dr. Suyog
Vankudre

Mr. Nikunj
Kathuria

Mr. Goutam
Samanta

Mr. Rajneesh
Singh

EXCELLENCE IN MARKETING
THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

EXCELLENCE IN
TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP

EXCELLENCE IN HUMAN
RESOURCE LEADERSHIP

EXCELLENCE IN FINANCIAL
THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

EXCELLENCE IN
TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP

EXCELLENCE IN
TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP

SENIOR MARKETING
SPECIALIST, SOLIS INDIA.

MANAGING DIRECTOR,
SWELECT ENERGY SYSTEMS

HR DIRECTOR SOUTH &
CENTRAL ASIA, JINKO SOLAR

VICE PRESIDENT, RENEW
POWER PVT. LTD.

HEAD PV TECHNOLOGY,
JUNIPER GREEN ENERGY

VICE PRESIDENT - IT & SAP,RAYS
POWER INFRA
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Mr. Sharma is a professional with more than 34 years of

techno commercial experience, including more than 19 years

of experience in Renewable Energy (wind & Solar) Asset

Management. His Core competencies include Renewal

Energy Operations and technological management,

Budgetary Control, Wind and Solar plant development with

effective Performance monitoring. Development of Technical

Team for Operations with Strong focus on KPI, Quality and

EHS management system, Restructuring of Solar O&M

contract to make it more efficient and accountable.

Mr. Challappan has a rich experience of 36 years. He has

refocused the team to look into its core strengths, develop

new products, establish lean manufacturing practices and

process re-engineering. His expert guidance has doubled the

production and sales volume of the company within the first

year of heading the division. He has headed the capacity

enhancement of the plant in 2018 from 100 MW to 140 MW.

Mr. Sinha is a leading first-generation Entrepreneur and

Founder, Chairman and Managing Director of one of India’s

largest clean energy companies.Under his leadership, the

company has grown exponentially and is today one of India’s

premier renewable energy companies with an aggregate

portfolio of 10 GW spread over more than 100 sites. This

leader is a passionate advocate for solutions related to

climate change and sustainable development and has spoken

at various thought leadership platforms. He serves on the

Board of Directors of the US India Strategic Partnership

Forum and Chairs The Climate Group’s India Advisory Board.

Mr. Bhat is a Mechanical Engineer with 25 years of diversified

and successful experience across Sales, Business

Development, Customer and Alliance Development. He has

worked in the engineering sector for ten years, marketing

industrial products and then moved on to selling software

products and services. He has built and led teams at Greaves,

HCL, IBM, Oracle, and Dell Software.

Mr. Raza is an alumnus of IIT Delhi with over 11 years of

experience in the Solar PV and allied Industry. He has Direct

exposure of working with cross-cultural European and Asian

companies. This leader carries a good blend of expertise in

technology and business. His experience spans across

various functions such as Business Development, Execution

of Projects, Cost Estimation, Contract Management &

Tendering, Strategy & Risk Management.

Mr. Rajeev
Sharma Mr. Chellappan R

Mr. Sumant
Sinha

Mr. Anil 
Bhat

Mr. Honey 
Raza

EXCELLENCE IN ASSET
MANAGEMENT LEADERSHIP

EXCELLENCE IN DESIGN &
ENGINEERING LEADERSHIP

OUTSTANDING CORPORATE
VISIONARY

EXCELLENCE IN SALES
THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

EXCELLENCE IN SALES
THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

CHIEF OPERATING
OFFICER,STRIDE CLIMATE
INVESTMENTS

MANAGING DIRECTOR,
SWELECT ENERGY SYSTEMS

FOUNDER, CHAIRMAN AND
MANAGING DIRECTOR, RENEW
POWER

SENIOR VP, BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT, AMPLUS SOLAR

BUSINESS DIRECTOR, SOLIS
INDIA

Masters of Entrepreneurial
Leadership:
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Mr. Thakkar is a leader with vast experience in the field of

solar EPC and consulting of more than 450+ MW. His strength

includes strategy management, EPC technology & operations,

designing of the solar power project, research and

implementation of new research initiatives. Recently his

company has seen a glorious achievement under his expert

guidance, as it successfully commissioned 100 MW solar

parks in the land of Gujarat and Maharashtra. With more than

10 years of experience he has been a great guide and

support for this company.

Mr. Manan
Thakkar

OUTSTANDING YOUNG
CORPORATE VISIONARY

DIRECTOR, PROZEAL INFRA
ENGINEERING PVT. LTD.

Ms. Sinha is a strong advocate of equal participation of

women in economic activities, she is also passionate about

issues such as climate change, sustainable development and

promoting women entrepreneurs and leaders. She is a regular

speaker at many national and international forums along with

deeply engaged with industry bodies, think tanks and

educational institutions.She is the Chief Sustainability Officer

one of India’s largest renewable energy IPPs and Under the

ambit of co’s initiative our very influential leader drives the

company’s CSR and sustainability initiatives. A recipient of

many high recognitions and awards she is a true epitome of

Women Empowerment.

Mr. Chaturvedi is an Engineering graduate with MBA & a

proud earner of Harvard Business School Alumni. Having a

rich and vast experience of 35 years in business and public

services, he has been appointed as Solar Expert & Empaneled

with SECI/ NPTI/ Neeti Ayog as 3rd party inspector/ Skill India

contributor/ Start-Ups evaluator respectively. He Presently

provides services provided for Global operations of Advisory,

Advocacy, Capacity Building, Business management

/Development, Project management, end to end Design &

Engineering services for Solar Projects in Southeast Asia,

Middle East & African Countries.

Mr. Sharma is the co-founder team member and an IIT

graduate, with deep technical knowledge in the field of solar

which provides him an edge to lead project execution teams

by example. High focus on timely & high-quality delivery is

his expertise. The technocrat turned businessman spends

enough time with the team on the ground for exemplary

engineering & design. His commercial skills are unmatched

when it comes to cost evaluation of the project & bidding

process. His authentic approach and high levels of customer

centricity are hugely appreciated by clients.

Ms. Vaishali
Nigam Sinha Mr. Ajay

Chaturvedi

Mr. Pawan
Sharma

INFLUENTIAL WOMEN
BUSINESS LEADER

MOST INFLUENTIAL LEADER

MOST INFLUENTIAL LEADER

CHIEF SUSTAINABILITY, CSR
AND COMMUNICATION
OFFICER, RENEW POWER MANAGING DIRECTOR & CEO,

SUNPOWER & CONSULTANTS
PVT. LTD.

CO-FOUNDER & DIRECTOR -
OPERATIONS, RAYS POWER
INFRA
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Mr. Jangid is a leader with over 5 years of experience and has

been Associated with Industry top companies working in

areas like O&M, Project Installation with BOS and Govt

Liasioning work. Under the expert guidance of this leader the

company has achieved various milestones in the industry. He

is a leader who sticks to his words of offering the best quality

work with the best time management.

Mr. Baluja is an expert with 15 years of experience. His

expertise lies in efficiency improvement, standardization of

processes, better collaboration between departments,

improvement in motivation level of team members, more

delegation to team members and Closing large M&A

transactions. He has Led over 0.5 GW worth of solar park

projects and achieved significant savings for the company.He

has adapted himself with the evolving market and exploring

new and innovative business models for growth of the

company.

Mr.Nalawade is a young enterprising individual, who has

been heading the complete Business & Operations of his

company. Under his leadership and guidance the company

has seen significant growth and achievement, they have been

awarded with Best Rooftop EPC Company of Maharashtra

below 200 KW Category in 2019 & Solar Services Provider of

the Year in 2020.

Mr. Rai is an enterprising young leader who has been over the

past 9 years involved in procurement and project

management of more than 450+ MW of solar projects. His

major strength is business development, Procurement, and

project management.Under his expert guidance the company

has successfully commissioned 75 MW solar power projects.

He always inspires and encourages the team to achieve more

and more.

To know more about our awards visit us

at:https://solarquarter.com/studio/

Mr. Naresh
Baluja

Mr. Rahul
Nalawade

Mr. Shobit 
Rai

MOST PROMISING YOUNG
LEADER

MOST PROMISING YOUNG
LEADER

MOST PROMISING YOUNG
LEADER

HEAD COMMERCIAL, ENGIE
INDIA

PRESIDENT & COO,PANAMA
RENEWABLE ENERGY PVT. LTD.

DIRECTOR, PROZEAL INFRA
ENGINEERING PVT. LTD.

Mr. Vikas 
Jangid

MOST PROMISING YOUNG
BUSINESS LEADER

DIRECTOR, R-ONE POWER

Mr. Sharma is a leader with focus on developing, operating

and maintaining a diverse portfolio of Renewable Energy in

order to make this earth a better place to live for our coming

generation. His business model is to design, develop,

finance, construct, own, and operate a project facility that will

be useful throughout its life cycle. He has represented the

organization at international and domestic events and

established responsibilities for each department and assisted

in creating guidelines, implemented policies and objectives

to ensure continuing operation with increased productivity

and maximized return on investments.

Mr. Shah is an Entrepreneur with an eye on new and

emerging technologies with emphasis on environment and

sustainable technologies. He founded this company which

focuses on sustainable and renewable technologies that

specializes in Solar solutions, building its own Operate and

Transfer models. Under his leadership the company has won

many awards and recognitions from the industry.

Mr. Premjeet
Sharma

Mr. Rajesh V
Shah

MOST ADMIRED
ENTREPRENEUR

FUTURE INDUSTRY
INFLUENCER

CHAIRMAN, SUNGEVITY
ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD.

MANAGING DIRECTOR, EVOLVE
ENERGY GROUP
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Krishnamoorthy
Sitaraman

CEO & FOUNDER, GLOGREEN

ENERGY SOLUTIONS

Shashank Sharma

Aman Mathur
 MD AND CEO, ADDWATT

TOP INDIAN
SOLAR CEOs
2021

Amol Anand
CO-FOUNDER AND DIRECTOR,

LOOM SOLAR PVT LTD.

Ankit Kanchal
MD AND CEO, ENRICH

ENERGY PVT. LTD.

Varinder Bhatia
BUSINESS HEAD SOLAR,

HAVELLS INDIA LTD

Dr. Gaurav Sood
CEO, SPRNG ENERGY

PRIVATE LIMITED

Manan Thakkar
CO-FOUNDER AND MANAGING

DIRECTOR, PROZEAL INFRA

ENGINEERING PVT LTD

CEO, JUNIPER GREEN

ENERGY

Naresh Mansukhani Parag Sharma
FOUNDER AND CEO, O2

POWER

Pinaki Bhattacharyya
CEO, ACME SOLAR

HOLDINGS PVT LTD

Rajat Seksaria
FOUNDER - CEO, SUNSURE

ENERGY PRIVATE LIMITED

MD AND CEO, AMP ENERGY

INDIA

VICE PRESIDENT &

COUNTRY HEAD - INDIA,

CLEANTECH SOLAR

Shobit Rai
DIRECTOR, PROZEAL INFRA

ENGINEERING PVT LTD

Umakant Shende Unmesh Jagtap Vineet Mittal
CEO, SONNENSCHEIN

ENGINEERING & INFRA LLP

CHAIRMAN, AVAADA

ENERGY PVT. LTD.
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has a strong academic background  and brings a rare mix of
technical and business acumen to the table. Sprng has already built
an operating portfolio of 1.1GW+ and has another 1GW+ contracted
capacity at different stages under his leadership. In the last fiscal
year, the company introduced safety protocols to ensure seamless
operations and construction at their plants, without compromising
on the safety of employees. A robust solar pipeline was developed
and also M & A deal for 500 MW capacity was successfully
completed. Also noteworthy is the fact that Sprng’s operating
portfolio crossed 1 GW capacity and Sprng’s contracted portfolio
crossed 2 GW capacity. The company aims to win projects worth
another 500 MW, which will help Sprng become a 2.5 GW platform.
Under CSR, the company has carried out a number of activities like:
they distributed food packets and grains in the villages near project
areas, conducted free health camps at the villages near their project
sites, constructed community toilets, and improved infrastructure in
Govt. schools and water ATMs at the villages near their project sites
and many others. Gaurav has over the last 4 years developed Sprng
from scratch into a 2 GW+ platform with high-quality solar and wind
assets having competitive tariffs with bankable off-takers. He has
built a very strong development pipeline for both solar and wind to
be able to deliver a strong growth year on year across the utility and
C&I segment. Also, built a strong and highly capable team of 100+
across development, construction, operations, regulatory and
finance. The company has delivered high-quality assets within
budget and timelines and focused on performance improvements to
optimize the LCOE.

customers through Solar, Wind, Hybrid  Open Access, Rooftop Solar
Solutions.  In the last fiscal year, they have replaced 90% of the
power needs of C & I customers through Renewable Energy. While
the pandemic was challenging as it restricted travel to meet
customers, GloGreen connected with potential customers through
virtual meetings and convinced key decision-makers to finalize
various deals. The company has managed to finalize Solar, Wind,
Hybrid Projects of around 50MW in the past 4 months from C & I
customers.

and international accolades that commend his contribution to
the solar energy industry, these include – the Udyog Rattan
Award, the Bharat Udyog Samman Puraskar and the Asia Pacific
Achievers Award. In the last fiscal year, Ankit has led the
development and promotion of the Open Access market that
will provide the Industry opportunity to reduce costs and make
a positive social and environmental impact (improved
sustainability index). He also initiated a transformation of the
organization which is built for better performance. He managed
business continuity despite the challenges due to the
pandemic and commissioned 4 projects during the pandemic.
Under his guidance, Initiatives for development and facilities in
rural areas were taken under CSR. He has built an organization
that is "Worthy of Existence" and is dedicated to supporting the
federal sustainable energy initiative.

rooftops. Starting from 1 team member to about 75 now, in the
span of 7.5 years, Addwatt has created a brand of its own in the
Indian Solar Industry. In Rooftop & C&I project’s scale, Addwatt
has featured continuously in the Top 10 Solar EPC companies
in India across industry reports. Till 2021, Addwatt’s total
credential stands well above 800MWs that includes turnkey
EPC, DC Services, BOS & PMC projects. The company
understands the value of education and has adopted and
renovated a school under their CSR Initiative for which solar
panel installation is imminent as a future prospect. In the last
fiscal year, the company has expanded its EPC business in
Africa.

His goal is to educate people about Solar and to have a physical
store in every district of India. The company has reached 50
Million people through digital platforms. Under Amol’s
leadership, they launched India's first IoT-based Ac Module
which was for the first time in India. Loom Solar has won the
Fastest Growing SMB of the Year in Amazon Sambhav in 2020.
In 2021, Loom Solar received the energy Business of the year
award from the Honorable Minister Shri Nitin Gadkari. Recently,
they also launched the Super High-Efficiency Module SHARK
440.

Ankit has over 15 years of
experience in the Renewable
industry, with 10 years in Solar.
To his credit are several national 

A BTech graduate from IIT
Guwahati, Aman was a civil
servant in an IAS ( allied) service,
GOI before founding Addwatt.
The company was founded in Jan
2014 to focus on solar projects-
both ground-mounted &  

Amol has a master’s degree
( MBA-Marketing) from the
Institute of Management
Technology, Ghaziabad.

Ankit
Kanchal

Aman Mathur

Amol Anand

MD AND CEO, ENRICH
ENERGY PVT. LTD.

MD AND CEO, ADDWATT

CO-FOUNDER AND
DIRECTOR, LOOM SOLAR
PVT LTD.

Gaurav is the CEO of SPRNG Energy,
which is the renewable energy
platform set up by Actis in 2017 to
develop more than 2 GW solar and
wind assets over a 5 year period. He  

Krishnamoorthy is the CEO and
Founder of GloGreen Energy Solutions.
The company has provided significant
savings on power costs to various C & I 

Dr. Gaurav Sood

Krishnamoorthy
Sitaraman

CEO, SPRNG ENERGY PRIVATE
LIMITED

CEO & FOUNDER, GLOGREEN
ENERGY SOLUTIONS
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experience across various industries like Instrumentation,
Automotive, Telecom and Renewable Energy, Naresh has a
solid background of building renewable energy platforms from
scratch which have delivered quality renewable power assets
and above par returns to its investors . Having served as the
CEO of Orange Renewable in the past, he is currently the
founding CEO of Juniper Green Energy. Juniper Green Energy
is the renewable energy platform of AT Capital Group,
Singapore and has raised USD 200 million from its investors, AT
Capital and Vitol. Juniper Green Energy is focused on
developing solar energy assets and is also assessing
opportunities in hybrid and battery storage projects. Since its
inception, Juniper Green has grown aggressively and already
has a portfolio of 800+ MWp solar power projects, of which
320MWp is already commissioned and the balance is slated to
commission by Q1 2022. Under Naresh’s guidance, Juniper
Green has been able to differentiate itself by bidding
selectively to win projects at significantly higher returns than
its peers. In an industry which has been plagued by significant
delays in the past few years on account of Covid and other
factors, Juniper stands out with its focus on timely delivery of
projects, having commissioned nearly 320MWp in its first two
years of inception and is well on course to commission another
480MWp in the current year. Juniper has strong in-house EPC
capabilities and prides itself in ensuring top-notch project
quality through its partnership with Super League module
suppliers and Tier-I BOS suppliers. The company has a strong
pipeline and is focused on project development activities
which will enable Juniper to have an edge in future renewable
energy auctions be it solar, hybrid, RTC or green hydrogen
projects. Juniper also has plans to develop projects under C&I
segment and is developing various greenfield sites for these
opportunities. Juniper aims to be a prominent player in the
renewable energy segment and contribute its bit to the
ambitious target of India of 450GW of clean and renewable
energy by 2030.

O2 Power has raised 500 million USD from global investors, EQT and
Temasek to develop and execute utility-scale renewable energy
projects in India, including large-scale wind and solar projects.
Within the last twenty months, O2 Power has become one of the
fastest growing renewable companies in India having bagged five
solar projects (three in Rajasthan, one in Gujarat and one in Madhya
Pradesh) with a cumulative capacity of 1580 MW, and is in the
advance stage of multiple greenfield project bids and acquisitions
currently. An industry leader much respected for his achievements
in India’s renewable energy sector, Parag also occupies the chair of
the Vice-Chairman at Confederation of Indian Industry's National
Committee on Atma Nirbhar Bharat - RE Manufacturing. Additionally,
he is also the Vice-Chairman at WIPPA – Wind Independent Power
Producers Association.

incubation, leadership, operating and financing roles in renewable
energy. Currently, he is leading Amp Energy India business which
has rapidly scaled to an active portfolio of 1GW+ and 2.5 GW late
stage pipeline in 4 years. Amp Energy has commissioned some of the
marquee projects in India- Largest solar rooftop for an industrial
customer- 8.5MW; Largest Solar Open Access Project in
Maharashtra- 30MW; Largest Behind the Meter Project in Eastern
India- 10.5MW among other notable projects. In the pandemic, by
adjusting to the situation quickly that required greater effort for the
same outcomes and transforming the business into a regionalized
business coupled with innovative business strategies, Amp Energy
was able to triple the size of their business. In the last fiscal year, the
company managed to secure additional investment even while
working from home. Under Pinaki’s guidance, Amp energy was hiring
during the pandemic and increased the team size to almost double
during the last 18 months. In terms of CSR, Amp understood the
situation of its subcontractors and took the initiative by supporting
them by providing 1 month ration and 1 month cash support
equivalent to their monthly wages at all their project sites. In the
coming months, they are planning to start by contributing to
educational infrastructure in local village schools where their
projects operate. Recently, the company raised $100Mn from the
Largest Renewable Energy Focussed Fund. This will enable Amp to
become the leading integrated RE provider and focus on both Utility
and C&I renewable energy projects taking it towards its medium-
term target of 5GW.

Infra engineering Pvt Ltd. He has vast experience in the field of
solar EPC and consulting. Recently prozeal has seen a glorious
achievement under his expert guidance, the company has
successfully commissioned 100 MW solar parks in the lands of
Gujarat and Maharashtra. His goal is to achieve the 200 MW
single premises target in the upcoming years.

Manan is the co-founder and
Managing Director at Prozeal 

Naresh is the CEO of Juniper
Green Energy, a renewable
energy platform setup in October
2018. Having three decades of 

Manan
Thakkar

Naresh
Mansukhani

CO-FOUNDER AND
MANAGING DIRECTOR,
PROZEAL INFRA
ENGINEERING PVT LTD

CEO, JUNIPER GREEN
ENERGY

Parag is the founder and CEO of O2
Power, a renewable energy platform.
Having done his MBA from IIT Delhi,
LLB from Delhi University and
Electrical Engineering from AMU, he
set up O2 Power in November 2019. 

Pinaki is an MBA from Cornell
University and a B.E. from Delhi
College of Engineering. He has 21
years+ of experience in India, the US
and Europe across PE, business 

Parag Sharma

Pinaki 
Bhattacharyya

FOUNDER AND CEO, O2 POWER

MD AND CEO, AMP ENERGY INDIA
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sources of power. Sunsure is the youngest company to feature in the
Top 3 Annual C&I Rooftop Installers in India. Shashank has led the
company's growth to become a national leader in C&I solar solutions
with over 150 MW of installed solar plants across India. In the last
fiscal year, despite the severe impact on business due to the
pandemic, they retained the entire team with actual salaries and
even gave promotions to top performers and hikes to the rest of the
team. The company achieved the revenue and profitability targets
for the FY, surpassing these figures from the previous FY. The
company under Shashank’s leadership spread the Sunsure Open
Access EPC portfolio to 200 MWp and bagged a 70 MWp turnkey
EPC project in TN. The company aims to have the complete Sunsure
team and supporting staff fully vaccinated and help the team focus
on physical and mental well-being. Shashank’s is aiming to exceed
Rs. 350 Cr. in revenues for FY and surpass total installation capacity
of 500 MWp across India and at the same time grow Sunsure's
international Engineering and Consulting business. There are also
plans to develop Open Access projects in Gujarat and Chhattisgarh.
Under CSR, the company has installed over 50 kWp off-grid solar
plants on multiple primary schools in UP, distributed Oxygen
Cylinders and Concentrators, sponsored vaccination of the entire
Sunsure team and all supporting staff members. Shashank has led
Sunsure's phenomenal growth story, such that revenues have grown
at a CAGR of 90% YoY since FY16 crossing Rs. 100 Cr. in FY18. The
company has set up some of the largest rooftop solar projects in the
country every year since 2016.

Recently, Prozeal has successfully commissioned 100 MW solar
parks in the land of Gujarat and Maharashtra. Shobit’s major strength
is business development, procurement, and project management.
His vision is to be the best leader in the world of solar EPC. He always
inspires and encourages the team to achieve more and more.

is an IIM Calcutta alumnus, and electrical engineer from Gujarat
University with 17 years experience of providing management
leadership to Renewable Energy & Infrastructure organizations
like Shell (earlier BG India Ltd), Punj Lloyd and India Power
Corporation Limited (IPCL). He has full-scale experience in
developing, managing, operating and monetizing businesses
and project portfolios. Rajat carries a full spectrum hands-on
career compromising specific leadership stints in business
development, project financing, project equity divestment and
presently project operations; Rajat leads the ACME Solar by
managing and grooming a diverse set of the senior
management team. As CEO, he is responsible for managing an
asset portfolio of 5 GW+ (Operating + under development) with
a cumulative enterprise value of greater than $2.5 bn. The
portfolio under management comprises operating assets of 2.5
GW+ comprising 55 projects in 13 states of India and 2.5 GW+
of assets under development which includes a single location
asset of 1.8 GW making it among the largest single-location
solar project complexes in the world. Rajat has also handled
International Project Development in renewables and
infrastructure in Kenya, Rwanda, Sri Lanka and Albania. ACME
Group has sealed marquee deals with global institutions
including Brookfield Renewable, UNOPS S3i and IFU. Also
divested stakes to Petronas and Actis. The Company is setting
up the world’s first green hydrogen and green ammonia plant
at Bikaner in Rajasthan which will help in saving approximately
4,400 tons/annum of CO2 emissions. ACME is also developing
one of the world’s largest green ammonia projects at SEZ
(Special Economic Zone) at Port of Duqm in Oman. The plant
will produce 2400 TPD (Tonne per day) of green ammonia with
an annual production of approx. 0.9 million tons. The company
has done extensive CSR coverage in the domains of
environment, education & skill development and preventive
health. Despite the covid pandemic, the company under Rajat’s
leadership operated the power plants without disruption
providing essential electricity to the country. They also took
care of all employees and their family members. Employees and
their family members were helped to come out of the pandemic
through medical insurance and any other support required at
that time. They also successfully spearheaded fundraising of
$334 million via US dollar-denominated green bonds. Overall,
ACME Group has built a solar portfolio of 6 GWp. Of this, the
Company currently holds a portfolio of 5.25 GWp that includes
2.2 GWp of operational capacity and another 3.05 GWp is under
construction. These are spread across 12 states in India.

Rajat Seksaria is the Chief
Executive Officer of ACME Group
and is part of the executive
committee of the company. Rajat 

Rajat Seksaria
CEO, ACME SOLAR HOLDINGS
PVT LTD

Shashank, an IIT Delhi grad, founded
Sunsure in 2015 with the mission to
enable India's largest industrial
customers to transition to cleaner 

Over the past 9 years, Shobit has been
involved in procurement and project
management of more than 450+ MW of
solar projects. He is presently
spearheading Prozeal as the Director. 

Shashank 
Sharma

Shobit Rai

FOUNDER - CEO, SUNSURE
ENERGY PRIVATE LIMITED

DIRECTOR, PROZEAL INFRA
ENGINEERING PVT LTD
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rooftop installation. Under Varinder’s leadership, Havells launched
GTI Inverters up to 255Kw capacity in the last fiscal. The company
also sold approx 175 MW Solar string inverters in the last two years
after launch. They are working towards manufacturing value-for-
money products in the renewable sector locally. Varinder believes
that the health and safety of employees are very important and took
steps to get all employees vaccinated asap. They also started digital
programs on product training for channel partners and system
integrators, which help in better rooftop installation and
maintenance of systems.

renewable energy portfolio of more than 5 GW and has the vision to
be an 11 GW company by 2025. An alumnus of Harvard Business
School, he is on B20’s taskforce for financing growth and
infrastructure and Energy, Resource Efficiency & Sustainability. He is
the former India Chair of the World Business Council of Sustainable
Development (WBCSD)’s program on Renewables Low Carbon
Technology platform. Vineet has been twice recognized as the ‘Solar
Man of the Year’ in 2014 and 2012 for his significant contribution to
the solar industry. Avaada is a culmination of his vision of
conducting business for a higher purpose. Vineet’s socially
beneficial public policy campaigns like Community Development
Certificate (CDC) and Grow Forest Mechanisms (GFM) are very well‐
received. In line with SDGs, he has launched humanitarian programs
aimed towards women empowerment, quality education, healthcare
and environmental protection in rural environs. Under CSR, Avaada
Foundation is to set up 4 hospitals with 300 Beds in Maharashtra &
Rajasthan. It is also to set up an oxygen plant at Amravati
(Maharashtra) & Bikaner (Rajasthan). The company is also helping
the 'Primary Health Centre' (PHC) of Talsana village at
Surendranagar District of Gujarat to establish COVID Care Centre.

initiatives and leads the company's business in India, along
with overseeing development, implementation and compliance
with company policies, management plans and manuals from a
technical perspective. He is a senior Business and Operations
Management executive with over 30 years of rich experience in
various capacities - general management, corporate
development, product development, business operations and
asset management. The company aims to continue to deliver
the best value to their customers in meeting their carbon
reduction goals whilst achieving maximum savings on power
costs. To support the COVID-19 community relief effort,
Cleantech Solar contributed and distributed food kits to the
villagers residing near their solar farm located in the state of
Tamil Nadu. The relief packs were distributed to 515 families to
help them tide over this difficult period. Umakant has been a
strong force responsible for the overall business growth of the
company in India. He has been instrumental in setting up,
refining and monitoring reporting procedures to ensure that
‘up to date information is at hand in respect of contract
position and financials.

implementing various projects in Solar PV Power Plants, Solar
Water Heaters, Domestic Wind Turbines, Wind & Solar Hybrid
Systems and Energy Conservation Solutions. They have
completed assignments like setting up a PV Module
Manufacturing Plant, work as EPC of Solar PV Plants from 1 KW
to 1000 KW and as Consultancy for Solar PV and CSP Plants. In
the last fiscal, the company has developed Solar Projects on
OPEX and CAPEX Mode for more than 40+ clients. Also,
developed new products like Reflective Paints in JV with US
Company. His aim is to develop funding solutions and
programs for MSME Industries for Solar RoofTop Projects in the
range of 50 to 900 KW. Under CSR, the company has designed
and supplied 2 Prefabricated homes with Solar Power Backup
and Reflective Paints for flood affected Families in Shivamogga
Dist. of Karnataka State. Unmesh has also been assigned as a
Technical Consultant for a 1 MW Solar CSP Plant in India for
MITCON. He has also worked on the design, prototype
manufacturing and testing of “Solar Calorimeter” for IGU Panel
Testing, for a Client in the USA which was a Project Funded by
the US Department of Energy.

Umakant is Vice President and
Country Manager, India at
Cleantech Solar. He focuses on
driving delivery, growth 

Unmesh leads Sonnenschein
Engineering & Infra LLP. The
company is into manufacturing
solar PV modules and a System
Integrator for designing and 

Umakant
Shende

Unmesh Jagtap

VICE PRESIDENT & COUNTRY
HEAD - INDIA, CLEANTECH
SOLAR

CEO, SONNENSCHEIN
ENGINEERING & INFRA LLP

Varinder leads the solar business for
Havells, which is one of the top 10
Solar Rooftop EPC companies in India
for the last 3 years and does 70 MW 

Vineet Mittal is a serial entrepreneur
who has played an active role in
shaping the clean energy transition in
emerging economies across Asia and
Africa. He has successfully executed a 

Varinder Bhatia

Vineet Mittal

BUSINESS HEAD SOLAR, HAVELLS
INDIA LTD

CHAIRMAN, AVAADA ENERGY
PVT. LTD.
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INDIA UTILITY
SOLAR WEEK

20
21

I N D I A ' S  E X C L U S I V E  L A R G E  S C A L E  S O L A R  E V E N T

M O D U L E  W E E K
PV

I N D I A  2 0 2 1
C O N F E R E N C E  &  A W A R D S  

GET YOURSELF
REGISTERED
for the Upcoming SOLARQUARTER Events 

For Speaking & Sponsorship Opportunities, contact: events@firstviewgroup.com

19-20 OCTOBER 2021

DECEMBER 2021

11-12  NOVEMBER 2021




